The Visual Resources Collections (VRC) has supported the History of Art Department for nearly 100 years, providing images that are integral to teaching at the University. We are pleased to announce the extension of our digitization services to other departments.

Our Services:

- Creating a Project Plan
- Digitizing a wide range of media: film, slides, negatives, printed materials
- Providing guidance in preservation of fragile materials
- Using archival standards to capture high resolution images on our Epson 10000XL scanner at 3600 x 2400 pixels (2400 ppi)
- Recording metadata, to keep and link the information needed to describe, find, and use each image
- Coordinating access – there are a variety of ways we facilitate online display of images
- Handling copyright questions – in most cases we can assist in determining the rights questions about images
- Preparing images for publication and assisting with self-service digitization equipment for quick imaging needs
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